The interaction between magnetorheological (MR) fluid particles and the walls of the device that retain the fieldresponsive fluid is critical as this interaction provides the means for coupling the physical device to the field-controllable properties of the fluid. This interaction is often enhanced in actuators by the use of ferromagnetic walls that generate an attractive force on the particles in the field-on state. In this article, the aggregation dynamics of MR fluid particles and the evolution of the microstructure in pressure-driven flow through ferromagnetic channels are studied using customfabricated microfluidic devices with ferromagnetic sidewalls. The aggregation of the particles and the time-dependent evolution in the microstructure is studied in rectilinear, expansion and contraction channel geometries. These observations help identify methods for improving MR actuator design and performance.
Introduction
Microscopy-based studies into the microstructural evolution of field-responsive fluids such as electrorheological (ER) and magnetorheological (MR) fluids have provided significant insight into the processes that result in their controllable bulk properties. The focus of these studies has been in the areas of chain deformation and breakup (Klingenberg and Zukoski, 1990 ) and in particle aggregation and disaggregation (Deshmukh, 2007; Dominguez-Garcia et al., 2005; Fermigier and Gast, 1992; Melle et al., 2003; Shulman et al., 1986) . Quantitative understanding of the bulk rheological properties of these so-called smart fluids, such as the field-dependent yield stress, viscoelastic modulus, and material response time, is intimately linked to these microstructural processes.
The dynamics and extent of local aggregation phenomena in MR fluids are governed by the dimensionless ratios of the magnetic forces to the other forces acting on particles including Brownian forces (Fermigier and Gast, 1992) and hydrodynamic forces (Deshmukh, 2007; Melle et al., 2003) . The relative importance of these dimensionless parameters depends on the specific flow regime of interest. It is important to distinguish the origins of the magnetic force, so that we can understand the physical mechanisms governing the dynamics of aggregation. By making the uniform magnetization approximation, the magnetic force on a spherical particle can be treated as the force on a magnetic dipole of strength m = V p M p , where V p is the volume of the particle and M p is the magnetization (Zahn, 1987, Sect. 5-5-1) . This approximation is exact in two limits (Klingenberg et al., 2007) : (1) when the particle has reached saturation magnetization, M p = M S , and (2) when the particle is isolated in a uniform magnetic field H, for which
where x m is the magnetic susceptibility of the particle (Zahn, 1987, Sect. 5-7-2) , and a is the particle radius.
A magnetic force on the dipole exists only in an inhomogeneous field and is determined by
where m 0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. The magnetic force generated between two particles placed in a homogeneous field can be viewed as arising from the distorted field lines of each magnetically susceptible particle. This interparticle force for the case of two spherical particles in contact is (Klingenberg et al., 2007) 
and varies quadratically with magnetization. The challenge is to understand how such pairwise interactions between two particles are related to the overall properties of a dense suspension of MR-active particles that form chained structures along the field lines. Timeresolved microscopic observations under both equilibrium and flowing conditions are essential to make progress in understanding. The evolution in microstructure of a quiescent MR suspension was studied by Fermigier and Gast (1992) . In the absence of background flow, the aggregation and disaggregation phenomena was shown to be governed solely by the dimensionless ratio of the interparticle magnetic force to the Brownian force,
Here, we have used the Brownian force scale, f B ;k B T=a (Sharma et al., 2009) , where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature.
In the presence of hydrodynamic forces, additional dimensionless parameters are important. At the length scale of the individual particle, the Reynolds number is often small, and the hydrodynamic force on the particle can be evaluated using the Stokes drag formula f d = 6ph 0 aV , where h 0 is the matrix viscosity. In a simple shear flow, the local velocity in this relation is V = _ ga, where _ g is the shear rate. The ratio of the magnetic force to the hydrodynamic force results in a dimensionless group commonly referred to as the Mason number (Marshall et al., 1989 , for the equivalent problem in ER fluids; see Klingenberg et al., 2007) :
Studies conducted using rotating magnetic fields (Melle et al., 2003) and pressure-driven flow in microfluidic channels (Deshmukh, 2007; Haghgooie, 2006) showed that in homogeneous magnetic fields, the aggregation dynamics of magnetically susceptible particles in the presence of hydrodynamic forces are governed by the Mason number.
If the applied field is spatially inhomogeneous, the magnetic force on the particles is caused not only by the perturbation resulting from other neighboring particles but also by the background field gradients. We can estimate this magnetophoretic force by approximating the field to be locally uniform at the length scale of the particle and therefore inserting Equation (1) into Equation (2):
where the effective susceptibility, b = x m =(x m + 3). To obtain the second equality, we made use of the vector identity H Á rH = HrH À H3 r3H ð Þ and the magnetostatic Ampere's Law in the absence of free current (r3H = 0) (Rosensweig, 1979) . Comparing this force to Stokes drag, we find another dimensionless parameter:
where the background flow velocity, V b , is in the xdirection. Since we are considering the balance between the magnetophoretic force and the hydrodynamic force acting on a particle, the velocity scale V b in this case is left in terms of the local velocity of the background flow as opposed to the shear rate that is incorporated in the definition of the Mason number. In other words, magnetostatic forces can affect particle motion even in uniform translational flows of an MR suspension for which V = V b e x if the magnetic field is inhomogeneous. Kuzhir et al. (2005) studied the flow of nonmagnetic particles suspended in a ferrofluid (a magnetic colloidal system) in nonuniform magnetic fields. An important dimensionless parameter identified in their two-phase flow model was the quantity A = (9h 0 x max v)= (2a 2 m 0 M S H max ) where H max and x max are the relevant scales for magnetic field intensity and distance over which the field decays. This quantity is related to Equation (7), and in fact, we can see that A'C À1 by describing the saturation magnetization in terms of the local field and effective susceptibility, M S = 3bH, and by recognizing that the inhomogeneous gradient (∂H=∂x)'(H max =x max ). Microstructure and aggregation phenomena in nonuniform magnetic fields from a microscopic perspective, however, have not been investigated for either suspensions of nonmagnetic particles in ferrofluids or for MR fluids.
In order to quantify the relative magnitude of the forces in an MR suspension, it is necessary to design and construct flow channels that allow simultaneous observation of microstructural evolution as well as macroscopic quantities such as the field-dependent yield stress or pressure drop. In this study, we describe a fabrication process that enables us to construct microfluidic channels in which we can simultaneously observe the chain formation in fluid flow as well as the resulting changes in the hydrodynamic resistance exerted by the MR fluid as an external magnetic field is applied.
The interaction between the individual MR fluid particles and the surfaces that retain the fluid is extremely important because it can limit the extent of momentum transfer to/from the fluid through the liquid/solid interface. Deshmukh (2007) used highspeed video microscopy to investigate the aggregation phenomena in pressure-driven flow of MR fluids in smooth glass and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic channels. It was found that in the absence of a strong particle-wall interaction, there is significant slip of the particles and field-induced aggregates along channel walls. The consequences of this on the macroscopic pressure drop were not measured, but any wallslip is expected to reduce the resulting shear stress exerted by the MR fluid on the wall. Particle-wall interaction is commonly enhanced in applications and in rheometric studies by controlling the surface roughness and selecting ferromagnetic channel materials. These enhancement methods were demonstrated to increase the field-dependent shear stress exerted by MR fluids in the bulk rheological study conducted by Laun et al. (2011) . In MR fluid applications, ferromagnetic channel walls are often utilized (Herr and Wilkenfeld, 2003; Jolly et al., 1999) , and studies of chain formation and flow adjacent to ferromagnetic walls therefore has more engineering significance.
In this study, we investigate the microstructural evolution of MR fluids in microchannels with ferromagnetic sidewalls. The strong interaction between the MR fluid particles and the channel walls provides a means to study aggregation and flow phenomena in these field-responsive fluids with boundary conditions replicating those realized in actuators. We also explore the flow of MR fluid through more complex channels such as contraction and expansion geometries that lead to inhomogeneous magnetic fields induced by the ferromagnetic channel walls.
Experimental Methods
The rectilinear channels used in this study were manufactured by adhering two ferromagnetic sheets with a separation of h = 1:2 mm between two glass microscope cover slips as illustrated in Figure 1 (b) . In order to generate a uniform field in the flow path, additional external ferromagnetic plates were assembled on each side of the microfluidic channel. The metallic components were cut from sheets of low carbon steel (1008/1010 carbon steel for 0.3-mm-thick pieces and CS Type B for 1-mmthick pieces) using hydraulic shears and then deburred using sandpaper.
The benefits provided by the external plates can be understood from the 2D finite element model, which was implemented in Comsol Multiphysics Ò . The model is solved for the component of the magnetic vector potential in the out-of-plane direction, A z . In the absence of free current, the governing equation reduces to a scalar Laplace equation (r 2 A z = 0). The relative magnetic permeability in the model is unity except for the ferromagnetic sheets, where m r = 10 3 . The boundary conditions, which are imposed far from the geometrical features, are defined as constant vector potential conditions on the top and the bottom surfaces and perpendicular field conditions on the sidewalls. These conditions generate a uniform applied field far from the channel features. The results of the first simulation, shown in Figure 2 (a), show that in the absence of the external plates, the field uniformity is very poor with a strong gradient toward the sharp corners of the ferromagnetic channel walls. MR fluid flowing in this type of channel would experience an undesirable magnetophoretic force toward the channel walls. In the second simulation ( Figure 2(b) ), the external plates located above the glass cover slips are also included. In this case, the field uniformity is significantly improved with the fringing fields shifted away from the microfluidic flow channel.
The entire assembly is designed to be placed on the stage of an inverted microscope (Nikon Ò TE-2000S) and viewed with microscope objectives (2X 0.06NA objective) and a monochromatic CCD camera (Matrix Vision BlueFOX TM ). The depth of field of this imaging system is 240 mm, and the image resolution is 3:4 mm=pixel.
During the flow visualization experiments, the channel is placed between the poles of a custom-built electromagnet as illustrated in Figure 1(a) . The field applied by the magnet was calibrated using a Gauss probe placed at the midpoint between the poles of the magnet. The flux density at this point was found to be B M = 22 mT at a direct current (DC) coil potential drop V C = 25 V. Because of the dimensional constraints of the probe, it was not possible to conduct this measurement within the microchannels after assembly. The amplification of the field in the narrow gap caused by the channel walls was estimated using the results of the finite element model, as shown in Figure 2 
Prior to each experiment, the ferromagnetic walls of the flow channel was demagnetized using a timevarying magnetic field in the form,
Here B 0 is the initial amplitude of the signal, which is normally set as the largest field applied since the preceding demagnetization cycle. The constants f and a are normally selected in the ranges 1 À 10 Hz and 0:3 À 1 s À1 , respectively.
The MR fluid used in the experiments was prepared by suspending 1% v/v carbonyl iron particles (BASF Ò CR-grade) with a mean diameter of 7 mm in a mixture of PDMS fluid and 10% w/w surfactant (Gelestä DMS-T31 and DMS-S31, respectively, both fluids with viscosity h 0 = 1 Pa s). The surfactant was incorporated in the fluid to promote the dispersion of the particles in the matrix fluid. The preparation procedure of the fluid was similar to that of Deshmukh (2007) . The fluid was first mixed in an ultrasonic bath for 30 min followed by a cycle in a conditioning mixer (Thinky Ò AR-310). The cycle consisted of 2 min of mixing, 1 min of degassing, and 1 min of mixing. These steps were found to repeatably prepare a well-dispersed sample without the presence of air inclusions.
The bulk rheological properties of the MR fluid were measured in a parallel-plate geometry with a custombuilt magnetorheometry accessory to a commercial torsional shear rheometer (Ocalan, 2011) and are presented in Figure 3 . Utilizing ferromagnetic geometry plates in this type of torsional instrument leads to a radial field inhomogeneity that can result in measurement inaccuracy (as observed in a similar instrument by Laun et al., 2008) . Instead, the particle-wall interaction in the rheometer was enhanced by controlling the roughness of the surfaces that interface with the MR fluid. Disks of 600-grit sandpaper were adhered to the upper plate, while the lower plate was roughened by a sandblasting operation generating a 3.8 mm rms surface finish. This method was found to eliminate slip in static yield stress measurements and creep tests over a wide range of applied stresses.
During the microfluidic experiments, the fluid was pumped through the channel using a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus Ò PHD 4400) with a constant flow rate, Q. The pressure drop across the channel was measured with a differential pressure transducer (Honeywell Ò 26PCBFA6D) with a measurement range of 34 kPa.
The resulting 2D video images were analyzed with a cluster identification algorithm in order to quantify the observations made on the aggregation phenomena. These images are a 2D projection of the 3D structure across the 0.3-mm height of the channel. Because of the strong particle-wall interactions, under applied fields, the particle density near the walls is relatively high, causing the particle phase to appear as the continuous phase in most of these images (see Figure 4 ). The cluster identification algorithm was used to seek clusters of voids instead of particle aggregates. Following the methodology of Deshmukh (2007) , grayscale images captured from the video camera were binarized using a thresholding algorithm. The level of thresholding was selected using the minimum histogram method (Russ, 2002) . We can understand the utility of this method by realizing that the original image is made up of a bimodal distribution of dark and bright pixels, as shown in Figure 4(c) . The appropriate value for thresholding is located in between the peaks in the histogram. Exploratory calculations showed that the exact value chosen within this valley does not materially affect the results of this analysis because the number of clusters is so much smaller than the total number of pixels. The black-and-white image obtained with this method was processed with a cluster identification algorithm using the Matlab Ò Image Analysis Toolbox. The output of this algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4 
Results
Images recorded during a typical straight channel experiment are shown in Figure 5 . In a demagnetized channel, the flow of the MR fluid occurs without aggregation of the particles. When the field is applied, the aggregates that form can be categorized into three groups by the number of channel walls the aggregate is in contact with: 0 (free-flowing clusters) and 1 or 2 (channel spanning). The aggregates that belong to the latter group come to a complete stop within the flow channel under the influence of strong particle-wall interactions. The deformed shape of these chains arises from the local balance of hydrodynamic and magnetic dipolar force acting on the particles. The aggregates contacting only one of the channels also come to a stop at the channel wall; however, they continue to rotate under the influence of the flow until they contact another aggregate or until the magnetic torque on the chained aggregate becomes equal to the hydrodynamic torque. Finally, the aggregates that do not have any contact with the channel walls flow continuously under the influence of the hydrodynamic forces; however, many eventually merge with a wallcontacting or channel-spanning aggregate and stop flowing. The matrix phase continues to flow continuously through the channel, and there is thus a relative 'slip' between the particle phase and the suspending solvent. Upon removal of the magnetic field, most of the particles in the channel freely flow once more. However, the particles close to the walls remain adhered to the interface ( Figure 5(c) ), forming a particle-enriched layer on both sides of the channel. These layers contribute to the residual extra pressure drop DP rem across the channel as seen in Figure 6 .
We can think of the extra pressure drop in the channel (in addition to the original pressure drop DP 0 prior to the application of the magnetic field) as a geometric factor, since parts of the channel adjacent the ferromagnetic walls are effectively blocked. In a 2D rectilinear flow of an MR fluid with the channel width w defined in the direction of the magnetic field and the channel height, h defined in the orthogonal direction (as shown in Figure 1) with w ) h, the additional pressure drop can be described in terms of an effective channel width,
For common MR fluid valve applications, however, the aspect ratio of the channel width and height are reversed with w ( h. In this case, the flow can again be approximated as 2D; however, now the effective width is
For the measurements shown in Figure 5 , with the defined pressure drops DP 0 = 11:3 kPa and DP rem = 3:1 kPa, the resulting effective width is w w(h eff = 0:92w. This is equivalent to two particle diameters on each side of the channel for this narrow width rectilinear flow (with w ( h). There is a layer of particles that are magnetically adhered to each channel wall. The dashed lines indicate the effective channel width w eff in this flow regime. (d) After demagnetizing field has been applied. Figure 6 . Differential pressure measured across the flow channel during a typical experiment in a rectilinear flow channel with the dimensions w = 0:35 mm and h = 1:2 mm. The dashed line is an exponential decay curve fitted to the field-off region of the curve. After the removal of the magnetic field, the pressure drop does not reduce to its original value, DP 0 . This is caused by the particle-rich layer shown in Figure 5 When a demagnetizing field protocol is applied (Equation (8)), the remnant field in the channel walls is effectively eliminated, and all particles and aggregates flow out of the channel under the action of hydrodynamic stresses. The pressure drop across the channel also returns to its original value at the end of the demagnetizing step.
The aggregate structures formed over a wide range of Mason numbers are shown in Figure 7 . The magnetic field is applied rapidly on a demagnetized flow channel, and the images shown are recorded when the fieldinduced structure formation in the flow has reached a steady state. There is a general trend of increase in the scale of the aggregated structures with decreasing Mn, which can be quantitatively identified by the cluster detection algorithm, as presented in the plots of the void extents shown in Figure 8 . For this concentration of MR particles, we observe a maximum in the void spacing at Mn = 1:6310 À3 . This local maximum arises because at this Mason number, large clusters develop from discrete chains in the fluid colliding and merging with clusters already attached to the wall. As the field strength increases further, corresponding to a lower Mn, the majority of the particles form channel-spanning chains and cease flowing entirely before aggregation with other chains can occur.
The aggregation and flow phenomena in the contraction and expansion geometries were also studied under a low-frequency (0:1 Hz) periodic applied field. The field was constantly on for the first half of the cycle followed by a demagnetizing field (f = 10 Hz, a = 0:44 s À1 in Equation (1)) for the second half. With this selection of parameters, the decay in the demagnetizing field is rapid enough that the field is effectively removed entirely for the last 40% of the cycle. A sequence of images obtained in these flow conditions are illustrated in Figure 9 . The aggregation in the inhomogeneous field sections outside the rectilinear channel shows a preferred direction aligned with the local field. Furthermore, an increase or a decrease in the convective velocity of the particle clusters is also observed because of the magnetic field gradients in these converging/diverging flows. The magnitude of this magnetophoretic response can be evaluated using the dimensionless parameter C defined in Equation (7). For this flow geometry, the field gradient can be approximated by ∂H=∂x j j'B C =(m 0 w). The effective susceptibility, b, was taken to be unity, in accordance with the infinitely permeable particle approximation. A local reversal in flow direction of the particulate phase was also observed in the expansion channel under a higher magnetic field B C = 0:1 T and lower flow rate Q = 10 mL= min corresponding to C' À 0:12. This reversal can be observed by following the particles located in the red circled region in Figure 9(b) . When the field is turned on these particles not only form an aggregate but also flow back into the narrow channel under the influence of magnetophoretic forces.
Conclusion and Discussion
We have described a unique microfluidic channel setup with ferromagnetic walls that enables direct microscopic imaging of the flow of an MR fluid with strong particle-wall interaction. The forces caused by this strong particle-wall interaction were demonstrated to be large enough to effectively eliminate the local slip of the particulate phase against the channel walls. Under these boundary conditions, the aggregation phenomena in rectilinear flow channels were studied by varying the Mason number.
Under the influence of an externally applied magnetic field, the particles in the fluid form anisotropic aggregates with an average cluster size that varies as a function of the Mason number. At low Mason numbers, the mean aggregate size increases with this . Square wave magnetic field with a rapid demagnetization cycle field-off state. The rectilinear section dimensions are w 2 = 1:2 mm and h = 0:3 mm. The field is turned on at time t = 0. (a) Expansion flow at Mn = 3:8310 À3 and C' À 0:011. (b) Expansion flow at Mn = 3:4310 À4 and C' À 0:12. (c) Contraction flow at Mn = 3:2310 À3 and C'0:012. The magnetophoretic force caused by the field gradient in the expansion flow channel at lower levels of C' À 0:1, as observed in (b), is large enough to reverse the flow of particles clusters back into the narrow channel. This can be seen by following the cluster of particles indicated with the ellipse. parameter; however, the aggregate size reaches a maximum at a critical Mason number and then shows a decreasing trend. This was linked to a longer time-scale convective aggregation phenomena, which occurs as free-flowing aggregates collide and merge with aggregates that are already attached to a wall. At higher fields (lower Mn), this aggregation process loses its importance, as more of the particles immediately form channelspanning aggregates with the application of the magnetic field, stop flowing, and therefore stop aggregating.
The magnetic field gradients in the entry and exit regions of the converging/diverging flow channels generate additional magnetophoretic forces on the particles that can be significant when compared with the hydrodynamic force. The relative importance of the magnetophoretic force in relation to the hydrodynamic force can be determined by the dimensionless parameter C given in Equation (7). For flows with C' À 0:1, the magnetophoretic force can drive secondary flows. With the combination of the magnetophoretic force in the entry and exit regions and the no-slip condition on the particulate phase, a slow increase in particle volume fraction in the converging/diverging channels was observed in experiments with large values of this dimensionless magnetophoretic parameter.
The high opacity of dense MR fluids has limited our visualization techniques to a volume fraction (f = 0:01) lower than common commercial fluids (f;0:3). In higher volume fraction suspensions, additional microstructural evolution processes that were not observed in this study may also affect MR fluid rheology. Such effects were measured in a number of previous investigations into dense ER fluid microstructure (Adolf and Garino, 1995; Ginder, 1993; Smith and Fuller, 1993) . While the development of new imaging methods in the future to measure MR fluid microstructure in dense suspensions will be an important advancement, direct observation utilized in this study, facilitated by the low particle concentration, can aid in enhancing our understanding of the microstructural dynamics of magnetic suspensions.
We have also limited the scope of our investigation to a prototypical system of magnetic particles suspended in a Newtonian base fluid. It will also be interesting to use the imaging techniques developed in this article to explore aggregation and disaggregation in other MR fluids formulations, especially the addition of different surfactant coatings and additives that may result in a background yield stress (see e.g., the discussion in Park et al., 2010) .
By directly imaging the steady flow of an MR suspension in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, it is clear that a simple isotropic continuum model such as a Bingham or Casson model with a field-dependent yield stress t y (B) will be insufficient for describing the dynamics of MR suspensions in real devices. An alternate approach that we are currently exploring is to self-consistently incorporate the anisotropic and fielddependent particle-level stresses in a two-fluid suspension balance model of the type considered by Nott and Brady (1994) and Fan et al. (2000) .
An additional benefit in utilizing these types of models is their treatment of the multibody effects in the evaluation of the hydrodynamic and magnetic forces in a suspension. For defining the magnetophoretic parameter C, we analyzed the micromechanics of isolated particles in order to obtain analytical expressions for the forces acting on an individual magnetizable particle in an MR suspension. In doing so we neglected multibody effects, which is consistent with the approach used to develop other dimensionless parameters such as Mn and l. Using a continuum description of the manybody interactions and fitting the resulting predictions to experimental observations, it may be possible to describe the forces in the MR suspension with a higher degree of accuracy, which can allow quantitative analytical and computational studies of complex two-phase flows in inhomogeneous fields.
